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Abstract 
 

In this paper an image fusion technique is 
developed to remove clouds from satellite images. The 
proposed method involves an auto associative neural 
network based PCAT (principal component transform) 
and SWT (stationary wavelet transform) to remove 
clouds recursively which integrates complementary 
information to form a composite image from 
multitemporal images. Some evaluation measures are 
suggested and applied to compare our method with 
those of covariance based PCAT fusion method and 
WT-based one. The PSNR and the correlation 
coefficient value indicate that the performance of the 
proposed method is better than others. It also enhances 
the visual effect. 
 
1. Introduction 
 

 A significant obstacle of extracting information 
using satellite imagery is the presence of clouds. 
Removing these portions of image and then filling in 
the missing data is an important image editing task. 
Traditionally the objective is to cut the cloudy portions 
out from the frame and fill in the gaps with clear 
patches from similar images taken at a different time.   
Thus the meticulous work is to identify the cloud and 
then completing the missing part. Various approaches 
have been tried to solve this problem with differing 
results. Wavelet and PCA transformation has showed 
to be the useful tools to deal with clouds coverage in 
satellite images.  

In this paper the performance of an auto associative 
neural network based principal components extraction 
method  coupled with wavelet transform is used for 
image fusion for removal of clouds covering area. 

Wang [7] proposed automated cloud detection in a 
set of two temporal Land sat TM images by simply 
thresholding high frequency components a extracted by 
a 2D discrete wavelet transfer of both images. The 

special frame mentioned in this paper can be called 
undacimted wavelet transform or stationary wavelet 
transform (SWT). The SWT is similar to a discrete 
wavelet transform (DWT) but the difference is that 
SWT does not perform down sampling of the signal 
between the levels of hierarchy. For this reason the 
subimages obtained after the decomposition process 
have the same resolution as the original images. 

Image fusion refers to the technique that integrates 
complementary information from multiple image 
sensor data such that the new images are more suitable 
for the purpose of human visual perception and the 
computer processing task. In broad sense image fusion 
is performed at three different processing levels 
according to the stages at which the fusion takes place, 
namely pixel level fusion, feature level fusion and 
decision level fusion. Image fusion at pixel level means 
that fusion is at lowest processing level. The simplest 
image fusion on pixel level is to sum and average the 
original images pixel by pixel. However when this 
method is applied several undesired effects including 
reduced contrast of features would appear. If the source 
level images are RGB color images, the methods of 
pixel level fusion also include intensity- hue-saturation 
(IHS) transform and principal component substitution 
(PCS) and so on. In recent years many researchers 
recognized that multiscale transforms are very useful 
for analyzing the information content of images for the 
purpose of fusion[6], and some sophisticated 
approaches based on multiscale transforms, such as 
high pass filtering(HPF) method[5,6], laplacian 
pyramid[6], morphological pyramid, wavelet 
transform[1,2] have been proposed. The wavelet 
transform offers certain advantages over the other 
above mentioned techniques. It provides directional 
information and supply spatial orientation in the 
decomposition. Moreover since wavelet basis functions 
are chosen orthogonal, the information are each layer 
of decomposition is unique. Thus it appears to be an 
efficient information preserving method from 
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implementation point it incorporates mismatch in 
contrast of the corresponding components. The 
proposed algorithm develops a data base of 
eigenvalues for different parts of the cloudy image and 
analysis is done. 

The paper is organized as follows. In section 2, we 
briefly introduce PCE technology using auto-
associative neural network. The proposed fusion 
scheme is described in section 3. Section 4 contains the 
experimental results. 
 
2. PCE using auto-associative neural 
networks 
 

In this work a new procedure for principal 
component extraction (PCE) using RLS learning rule 
has been introduced. Network structure used has G 
input and output neurons and only K hidden neurons. 
Network updating can be done sequentially or 
simultaneously. Let the input vector at time n be  

[ ]TnGxnxnxnx )(),......,(2),(1)( = …………      (1) 
and the weight vector corresponding to the  mth neuron 
be 

[ ]TnmGwnmwnmwnwm )(),....,(2),(1)( = …       (2) 
       m=1,…………,K 
Then the output of this neuron can be written as 

)()1()( nxnt
mwnhm −= ………………         (3) 

Assuming that all 1 − m previous neurons have already 
been trained and that their weights have converged to 
the optimal weight vectors [ ]1,.....,1,ˆ −miw i ε . 
Then the corresponding extracted principal component 
are given by 

)(ˆ)(1 nhwny t
i=  ……………………………..     (4) 

To extract the  mth principal component in the output of  

mth neuron, the updating model for this neuron should 
be constructed so that the desired output at iteration n 
is 

∑
∠

−=
mi

iim wmhnxnd ˆ)(ˆ)()( ……………..        (5)  

In other words, the neuron must model the network 
which seeks to generate the original input less all the 
previously computed 1 − m outputs. If we define the 
deflated desired output matrix as 

[ ]TnmdmdmdnmD )(),......,2(),1()( = ……… (6)   
then, the optimal weight vector that minimizes the 
error function 

( ) ( )∑
=

−−=
m

k
nmwkmhkmd

t
nmwkmhkmdnmJ

1
)()()(.)()()()( ...(7) 

can be obtained in a manner as 

)()(1))()(()(ˆ nmhnmDnmhnT
mhnmw −= …….   (8) 

where 

[ ]Tnmhmhmhnmh )(),......,2(),1()( = …………   (9) 
Now the RLS algorithm can be applied to compute the 
optimal weight vector )(ˆ nwm  at each training sample. 
The RLS learning rule for the  mth node can be 
summarized as 

)()1()( nrnt
mwnmh −= ……………………..       (10)     

[ ])1()(21

)()1(
)(

−+

−
=

nmPnmh

nmhnmP
nmK ………………     (11) 

)1(ˆ)()()( −−= nmwnmhnmdnme …………… (12) 

where )1(ˆ)(ˆ)()( −∑
<

−= niwn
mi ihnrnmd …….   (13) 

)()()1(ˆ)(ˆ nmenmKnmwnmw +−= …….……   (14) 

[ ] )1()()(1)( −−= nmPnmhnmKnmP ………..  (15) 

where, )(nmP  is the inverse of the covariance of the 

output of the  mth neuron and )(nmK  is the gain for 
the updating equation of this neuron. Thus the 
algorithm combines the basic RLS algorithm with the 
Gram- Schmidt orthogonalization procedure in a 
manner similar to that of the Generalized Hebbian 
Algorithm (GHA). Orthogonalization is achieved by 
subtracting the already determined higher order 
components from the original input and using the 
resultant process as a mapping target for the mth 
neuron. This deflation procedure would implicitly 
make the effective input to the present neuron equal to 
the sum of the lower order components associated with 
eigenvalues Gm λλ ,......, . Updating of mw   is then able 

to extract he significant component mλ . This 
component would be orthogonal to the 1 − m previous 
higher order component. Thus the number of  neurons 
in the hidden layer can be set equal to K that extracts K 
most significant components. 

Fig.1 describes the process more elaborately. Here 
we have considered non-overlapping 4 x 4 blocks from 
an original image and the input vector has been 
obtained by row /column transformation of the block 
coefficients. Hidden layer consists of 8 neurons thus 
the algorithm considers only significant information 
associated with principal sixteen eigenvectors. For 
each 4 x 4 block the eight outputs from the hidden 
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layer neurons are considered for image fusion. 

 
 

 
 
Figure 1. Structure of auto-associative neural 
network. 

In the training phase input vectors are considered 
from a registered image of some part of Hamirpur area 
of India. Training phase is for only one pass of the full 
image. That is if the image is of size 512 x 512 and 
input vector size is16 (obtained from 4 x 4 sub-block), 
training is done for 128 x 128 number of samples. 
After the training phase the weight matrix which 
corresponds to the eigenvalue of the input image are 
stored in a data base for analysis of the images taken 
from the same area. 

 
3. Proposed fusion scheme for removal of 
cloud 
 

This method merges the detail information of the 
cloud free image and also preserve the spectral 
information of the first principal component of the 
cloud contaminated image. In this approach of 
removing cloud; fusion is done at pixel level A 
prerequisite for successful image fusion is that the 
original images have to be registered correctly so that 
the corresponding pixels are co-aligned. Figure 2 is a 
framework illustration of image fusion based on PCA 
and stationary wavelet transform  
       step 1: Let the cloud free image is f(x,y) and the 
first principal component obtained using RLS learning 
rule of the cloud contaminated image is g(x,y). In the 
initial step the second image is matched with g(x,y) by 
the following equation and analyzing the histograms of 
the two images 

gfyxf
f

g
yxg µµ

σ

σ
+−= )),((),( ……… (16)  

where fµ  is the mean of the cloudy image and fσ  is 

standard deviation of the respective image . similarly 

gµ and gσ  is the mean and standard deviation of the 

first principal component g(x,y). 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
                                                                                                                

       PCA   WITH ANN 
 
 
 
 
 
      SWT                                        SWT 

                                           
 
 
 
 
                                           
 
 
            
 
 
                                     ISWT 
 
 

 
 
    
 
 
 
 
 

Figure 2. Block diagram of PCA-ANN and SWT 
based image fusion. 
 

step 2:  The two images are then transformed with 
stationary wavelet, so we obtain low frequency 

approximate parts ),;2(),,;2( yxjgkSyxjfkS  and 
high frequency detail parts as 

),;2(),,;2( yxjgs
kWyxjfs

kW . J denotes the 
maximum decomposition level, k=1,2,3,4…. four 
decomposition parts of the resolution  s. 

Co-registered Images 

Cloudy Images 

 

Cloud Free 
Image 

Fusion 
Rules 

 

Resulted 
Image 

 

IPCA 
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step 3: Let jfs
kD and jgs

kD are variances of 

),;2( yxjfs
kW   and ),;2( yxjgs

kW  respectively. We 
merge the first principal component of the cloudy 
image with the cloud free image in such away that at 

the level j2 , the high frequency detail parts after 
fusion is  

  






≤

>
= jgs

kDjfs
kDyxjgs

kW

jgs
kDjfs

kDyxjfs
kW

yxjs
kW

),;2(

),;2(
),;2(     (17)  

and the low frequency approximate part is 
   

),;2(2),;2(1),;2( yxjgkSkyxjfkSkyxjkS += (18) 
where k1, k2 are the weighted coefficients and they 
satisfy the equation k1+k2=1. 

Step 4: Eventually the resulted image was obtained 
by transforming all principal components of the fused  
image by inverse PCA transform using the same 
learning rule. 

 
4. Experimental results and performance 
comparison 
 

This approach takes into account at least  two 
satellite images of the same area at different times. As 
a preprocessing condition, those images have to be co- 
registered using image to image registration process. 
This process ensures that the same pixel in both images 
refers to the same area. Then the two images are 
merged as per the fusion process explained in fig 2. 
The two, cloudy and cloud free images are of size 512 
× 512 ; illustrated in fig.3 and fig 4 respectively. The 
fused image using the proposed method is shown in fig 
5, and the fused image using traditional covariance 
based PCA transform method is fig 6; fig 7 is the fused 
image using pixel based WT fusion method. Some 
statistical parameters like PSNR, deviation constant 
and correlation coefficient are calculated as a factor of 
performance evaluation. Definition of those parameters 
are stated as follows 

1) PSNR : Quality assessment of fused images are 
traditionally carried out by visual analysis. So in this 
work we have taken peak to peak signal-to-noise ratio 
(PSNR). As pr this if R is the standard reference image 
and F is the fused image, the root mean square error is 
defined as follows  

[ ]
NM

M

i
jiFjiR

N

j
RMSE

×

∑
=

−∑
=

=
1

2),(),(
1

………     (19) 

 

 
 

Figure 3.  Image with cloud. 
 

 
 

Figure 4. Cloud free image. 
 

 
 

Figure 5. Fused image with the proposed algorithm. 
 
and corresponding PSNR is  







 ×

×= 2
maxmaxln10

RMSE

pp
PSNR …….                (20) 
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Figure 6. Fused image with pixel based WT. 
 

 
 

Figure 7. Fused image with covariance based PCA. 
 

where maxp is the maximum gray value of the pixels in 
the fused image. Thus bigger the value of PSNR, better 
the fusion process.   
 2) Deviation Index:  It is defined as follows 

∑
=

∑
=

−
=

M

i

N

j jiI

jiIjiI

MNindexD
1 1 ),(

),('),(1
………….(21) 

where I denotes the intensity value of the original 
cloud free image and I' denotes the intensity value of 
the fused image in the position (i,j).The lesser the value 
of deviation index, better the fusion process. 
     3)Correlation Coefficients: It reflects the correlation 
extent between the original and fused image. The two 
images’ correlation coefficients is defined as [ ]

∑ ∑ −×−

∑ −×−
=

ji ji gjigfjif

ji gjigfjif
gfC

, ,
2),(2),(

,
),(),(

),(
µµ

µµ
(22) 

where jif , , jig ,  denotes the gray value in the position 

(i,j) of the two images and fµ , gµ  is the mean of the 
two images respectively.  

Table 1. Performance statistical parameter 
Method PSNR Correlation 

 Coefficient 
Deviation 

Index 
PCA with 
covarince 

89.213 0.871 0.069 

Wavelet (SWT) 92.5622 0.923 0.063 
PCA with ANN 

and SWT 
 94.376 0.946 0.058 

 
5. Conclusion 
 

The proposed algorithm preserves the spectral 
information in the fused image. This approach also 
merges the spatial details of the two images. So the 
performance of this fusion method is improved greatly 
as compared to other methods. The new algorithm not 
only enhances the fused image’s ability to express the 
spatial details but also can preserve spectral 
information of the cloudy image. 

Wherever Times is specified, Times Roman or 
Times New Roman may be used. If neither is available 
on your word processor, please use the font closest in 
appearance to Times. Avoid using bit-mapped fonts if 
possible. True-Type 1 fonts are preferred. 
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